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Black Mirror
Series 4 (2017)

'USS Callister'

1. What is the name of the multiplayer game produced by Callister Inc?

2. What is unique about the characters Robert Daly has created for his own personal game USS
Callister?

3. After Robert clones a new programmer, Nanette Cole, to the game, she becomes confused and
distressed. How does Robert make her obey him?

4. What happens to Robert when the cloned players escape the game?

'Arkangel'

5. How old is Marie's daughter Sara when she decides to have the Arkangel system implanted in her?

6. What does the Arkangel system allow Marie to monitor?

7. When Sara is fifteen, Marie discovers that she is lying about her whereabouts. In distress, Marie
retrieves the tablet and what does she see?

8. When Sara discovers Marie is using the tablet again, what does Sara do with the tablet?

'Crocodile'

9. What does Rob and Mia do with the cyclist Rob hits and kills on a mountain road?

10. Fifteen years after the incident, Rob visits Mia because he wants to send an anonymous letter to
the victim's wife. What is Mia's reaction?

11. What is the name of the device Shazia uses to view people's memories?

12. How do the police identify Mia as the killer of Shazia's husband and son?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Infinity
2. They are sentient clones of his co-workers
3. Causes her intense pain
4. He gets trapped inside the game
5. Three-year-old
6. Sara's vision, hearing and health via a tablet

computer

7. Sara having sex
8. She beats Marie with the tablet
9. Throws the body into a lake
10. She kills Rob
11. Recaller
12. Use the Recaller on the pet guinea-pig that witnessed

the murder
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